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‘ The present invention relates to an ‘air gun 4 
device and more particularly to a device of such 

‘ character adapted to‘ project a ball or other 
shaped projectile with- considerable) force and 
with a relatively loud report. I 

It is an object of the present invention to pro— 
‘ vide‘ a device of the character described e?ective 
to employ a projectile as a sealing means for an 

‘ air pressure chamber and 'to retain the projec 
tile until attainment of a very substantial and 
predetermined air pressure sufficient to eject the 
projectile from the chamber, with considerable 
force. . ‘ a 

3 More speci?cally, it is an object of the present 
invention to provide a pneumatic projector com 
prising a chamber having an opening into which 
a projectile may be introduced and through 
which the projectile 'is expelled by air pressure 
‘characterized by the provision of diiferential re 
sistance to passage of the projectile through‘ the 
opening into and out of the chamber. ‘ i 

It, is a further object of the present invention 
to provide a toy of the class described including 

2 . 

and located directly above the arm I2, is a vpis 
ton rod 14 which may be formed of a steel bar. 

' The forward end of the bar I4 is provided with a 

20 

pneumatically operated means for projecting a 1 
ball or the likegin combination with simple‘man 
ually contr'olled‘means effective to ‘buildup the 
air pressure to the required amount by operation 
of a sliding element on the toy. ; 
Other objects and features of the invention 

, will become apparent as the description proceeds, 
especially when taken in conjunction with the ac 
companying drawings, wherein: 
Figure 1 is'a side elevation partly in section 

of a preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion; ‘ 

Figure 2 is a side elevation of another pre 
‘_ ferred embodiment of the present invention; 
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Figures 3, 4 and 5 are axial sections through‘ 
the’ projectile-receiving chamber illustrating the 
projectile in ‘various positions relative thereto; 

I Figure 6 is a'front elevation of a ?exible ring 
employed in the present invention; and 

' Figure 7 is a fragmentary section on the line 
I 1-1 of Figure 6. 

Referring ?rst to Figure 1, I have illustrated 
the invention as embodied in a toy gun suitable 
for use by children- ‘The gun comprises a stock 
lTwhich may be of wood or other suitable ma-‘ 

'terial shaped to provide a shoulder portion H 
and a forwardly projecting arm, l2. The for 
wardly projecting arm l2 of the vgun is formed 
by cutting away the upper portion thereof so as 
to leave a forwardly facing shoulder I3 at the 
stock portion thereof. Rigidly secured to‘ the 
shoulder l3 and extending forwardly, paralleling 
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‘ tional table tennis ball. 

piston element l5 which, as shown, is intended 
to be double-acting. However, if preferred, the 
piston l5 may be single-acting, having a cupped 
leather disk of conventional type ,concavely pre 
sented toward the end of ‘ the gun so that the 
device will be'eifective only in one direction of 
movement relative to the cylinder now to be 
described. 
A slidable cylinder 20 is provided, the interior 

diameter of which is selected to closely embrace 
the piston I5 so as to maintain a pumping re 
lationship therewith. Conveniently, the cylinder 
20 may be formed of a. metal tube closed at its 
rear end by a wooden block 2| secured in the open 
rear end of the tube 20 by suitable fastening 
elements such as indicated at 22. The forward 
end of the tube 20 has an inwardly projecting _ 
?ange 23 which is interiorly threaded to- receive 
the hollow threaded end 30 of the cup 3| having 
a pressure chamber 3 la therein. ' 
‘The tube or cylinder 20 is slidably supported 

relative to the stock I 0 by means of a strap 24 
which overlies the forward end of the tube and 
which is secured at its lower end to a downwardly 
projecting handle 25 which may be formed of 
wood or the like. The, strap 24, as illustrated in 
Figure 1, may be riveted or otherwise secured 
to the handle 25 as indicated at 26. In order to 
eifect sliding movement of the tube or cylinder 
20 relative to the ?xed piston IS, a second han 
dle 21 is provided to which is riveted or otherwise 
secured a strap 28 which embraces and is se 
cured to the block 2|, as indicated at 29. It will 
accordingly be apparent that the tube or cylin 
der 20 may be shifted axially of the'rod I4 by 
the operator. In the operation of the device 
the handle 25 may conveniently be grasped by 
the left hand and the handle 21 by the right hand. 
If at this time the tube or cylinder 20 is in its 
extended position (to the right of that shown in 
Figure 1) pressure may be built up in the cyl 
inder 20 forwardly of the piston l5 by drawing 
the handle 21 and hence the tube 20 rearwardly 
with respect to the handle 25. - 
The cup 3| secured to the forward end of the 

tube 20 is ‘best illustrated in Figures 3, 4 and 5 
and in these ?gures it is shown in conjunction 
with a spherical projectile which in a. preferred 
embodiment may take the form of a conven 

It will be appreciated, 
of course, that the projectile may be of any size 
or shape desired or convenient, and further that 
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its density may be ‘substantially greater than 
that of a table tennis ball if desired. However, 
for a toy suitable for children the use of a rela 
tively light projectile on the order of a table ten 
nis ball is advantageous. 
Referring now to Figure 3, the cup 3| is illus 

trated as provided adjacent its forward open 
end with an annular member 32 which may be 
secured thereto in any convenient manner, such 
for example as by threading thereon or by the 
use of fastening elements such as the bolts or 
screws 33. The cup 3| is preferably of cylindri 
cal shape and its internal dimensions are not 
substantially greater than the projectile which it 
is adapted to receive, in order to facilitate the 
building up of substantial air pressure in the 
chamber with a minimum of movement of the 
piston relative to the cylinder. Immediately 
within the open end of the cylinder or cup 3|, 
the inner wall 34 of the cup is cut away to pro 
vide an annular groove 35. The annular mem 
ber 32 is .adapted to clamp a resilient ring 36 
against the forward face of the cup 3|. Atten 
tion is particularly directed to Figures 3, 4 and 5 
which illustrate that the ring 36 engages an in 
wardly extending flange 37 formed on the annu 
lar member 32 which extends radially inwardly 
further than the inner wall or surface of the 
annular recess 35. 
The ring 36 may conveniently be formed of 

rubber and the operating characteristics of the 
device are affected by the physical characteristics 
of the ring, as will be readily apparent. By virtue 
of the smaller inside diameter of the ?ange 31 as 
compared to the recess 35, the ring 36 will be ef 
fective to oppose a substantially greater resist 
ance against movement of the ball or other pro 
jectile out of the chamber 3|a than into the 
chamber. 
Located within the chamber 3|a is a compres 

sion spring 40. This spring is of relatively small 
strength and its function is to retain the ball or 
other projectile in sealed relation against the 
ring 36 when the ball or other projectile is located 
within the chamber 3 la. - 

Referring ?rst to Figure 3, there is illustrated 
the relationship between the cup 3| andthe pro 
jectile 4| (which is there illustrated as a ball) 
during insertion of the ball into the chamber 
3|a. At this time it will be observed that the 
inner edge of the' ring 36 is being bent rear 
wardly, this bending of the ring being permitted 
by virtue of the groove 35 or more generally by 
virtue of the fact that the ring 36 is not sup 
ported at a point close to its inner edge. In Fig 
ure 4 the projectile or ball 4| is illustrated as 
completely inserted within the chamber 3|a and 
as held by the compression spring 46 in sealed 

, relation against the ring 36. At this time it will 
be observed that outward flexing of the inner edge 
of the ring 36 requires a greater force due to the 
fact that the ?ange 31 of the annular member 
32 supports the outer surface of the ring more 
closely- adjacent to its inner edge. Accordingly, 
as will be readily appreciated, a substantially 
greater force is required to eject the ball or other 
projectile from the chamber 3 la than is required 
to insert it into the chamber. 
According to the preferred embodiment of the 

invention, the preferred construction involves the 
provision of an even greater differential between 
the resistances to movement of the projectile into 
and out of the chamber. Referring now to Fig 
ure 5, there is illustrated the relationship of parts 
when the projectile is being ejected by pressure 
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4 
in the chamber 3|a. At this time it will be ob 
served that the diameter of the ball 4|, the thick 
ness of the ring 36, and the internal diameter of 
the ?ange 3'! are such that in order for the ball 
to move outwardly from the chamber 3| a, there 
must be an actual compression of the material 
of the ring 36. Thus at the point 42 it will be 
observed that the material of the ring 36 is of 
less than its normal thickness which is indicated 
at the point 43. By proper design it is thus pos 
sible to obtain within practical limits substan 
tially any desired resistance to expulsion of the 
projectile“ from the chamber 3| a. K 
In order further to facilitate insertion of the 

ball into the chamber 3|a, the resilient ring 36 
may be further modi?ed as illustrated in Figures 
6 and 7. In this case there are illustrated a plu 
rality of radially extending shallow grooves 45 
which extend from the inner edge of the ring ra 
dially outward therefrom for a substantial dis 
tance. The other side of the ring 36 is smooth 
and the grooves 45 are provided only on what is 
to be the outer surface of the ring when assem 
bled in the device. With this construction, as 
the ball is forced inwardly through the sealing 
ring 36, the accumulation of air pressure as the 
result of displacement of air by the ball is pre 
vented, this air escaping freely through the plu 
rality of grooves thus provided between the sur 
face of the ball and the outer surface of the ring 
36. Since the inner‘surface of the ring 36 is 
smooth, no similar action takes place as the ball 
is being expelled by air pressure from the cham 
ber. 
In describing the modi?cation of the device il 

lustrated in Figure 1 it was stated that the pis 
ton I5 is illustrated as double-acting_but could 
be single-acting if preferred. If the piston is 
double-acting it will be appreciated that a meth 
od of charging the toy or, in other words, insert 
ing the projectile into the chamber 3|a may be 
simply to hold the projectile in contact with the 
exterior of the sealing ring 36, as for example 
in the relationship illustrated in Figure 3, and 
thereafter moving the tube or cylinder 20 to the 
right, thus creating a reduced pressure within 
the chamber 3| a which draws. the projectile 
thereinto. On the other hand, it is possibly a 
simpler construction to employ a single-acting 
piston, in which case the ball is merely pushed 
into the chamber 3|a against the resistance af 
forded by the ring 36 and the spring 46. 
Referring now to Figure 2, there is illustrated 

a modi?ed form of the device. In this case the 
cup 3| is similar to that'shown in Figure 1 and 
illustrated in detail in Figures 3 to 5. In this 
case, however, a charging chamber or reservoir 
50 is provided which is closed at both ends and 
which at its rear end contains a pump 5| having 
a reciprocable piston 52 therein. A piston rod 
53 extends from the piston 52 and has an operat 
ing handle (not shown) carried at the rear end 
of the toy. As illustrated in Figure 2, the rear 
end of the chamber 50 carries a threaded nut 
54. The pump 5| is provided with an outlet valve 
58 which communicates with the interior of the 
reservoir 50 and which includes means normally 
retaining the valve closed which comprises a 
compression spring 59. Means are provided for 
affording communication between the interior of 
the charging reservoir 50 and the cup 3|, and in 
Figure 2 I have illustrated a simple construction 
for achieving this result. Extending outwardly 
from the reservoir 56 is a short length of tube 
55. Extending rearwardly from the cup 3| is a 
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coupling 56 which in this case takes the place 
of the hollow threaded end 30 shown in Figure 1, 
and interconnecting the coupling 56 and the tube 
55 is a rubber tube 51. Suitable means are pro 
vided for closing or pinching off the tube 51 so 
as to prevent passage of compressed air from the 
reservoir to the chamber 3la of the cup. This 
means in Figure 2 is illustrated as taking the 
form of a trigger 60 pivoted as by a pin 6| to ‘side 
walls of a' housing structure 62. ‘ Extending for 
wardly from the trigger 60 is an upwardly pro 
jecting arm '63. Spring means are provided for 

6 
projectile against the inner surface of said ring. 7 

7. A-projectile holder as de?ned in claim .6, in 
which said means comprises a spring having a 
portion located inwardly of said ring and yield 
able away from said ring. ' 

8. A projectile holder as de?ned in claim 1~in 
which'the portion of said ring adjacent its in 
ner edge is yieldable inwardly and outwardly 
as a projectile is introduced into said chamber 
or expelled therefrom through said ring, said 
outer rigid annular member cooperating with 

. said ring to oppose substantially greater resis 
biasing'the trigger to the position shown inFig- - 
ure 2. ‘This means may conveniently take the 
form of aleaf spring Mrivetted or otherwise 
secured to’the housing 62 as indicated at Hand 
having a pivot point support for the pin’ 6| 
formed "by upwardly projectingarms 66 vor the 
like. .IAccordingly, movement of the trigger to 
the left as seen in this ?gure'results in down 
ward swinging movement of the arm 63, thus re 
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leasing the rubber tube 51 and permitting the 7 
flow of compressed air into the chamber 3la. 
This motion also results in ?exing of the leaf 
spring 64 about the pivot pin 6|, the rear end‘ 
thereof being anchored by the rivet 65. Accord 
ingly, upon release of the trigger the natural re 
silience of the leaf spring 64 returns the trigger to 
the position shown. Obviously other speci?c 
means could be provided for controlling the ?ow 
of air from the reservoir 50 to the chamber Ma. 
The embodiment of the invention illustrated 

'in Figure 2 is intended to simulate a pistol, and 
accordingly the operating structure thus far de 
scribed is supported from a pistol grip type han 
dle 68 as by a strap 6 9 or ‘the like. 
While I have illustrated and described two 

preferred embodiments of the present invention, 
it will be understood that, this has been done 
merely to enable those skilled in the art to prac 
tice the invention, the true scope of which is in 
dicated by the appended claims. - 
What I claim as my invention is: ‘ 
1. A projectile holder in the form of a recep 

tacle constituting an air compression chamber 
and having ‘a circular opening, a ring of resilient 

_material concentric with and partially closing 
said opening, inner andouter rigid annular mem 
bers concentric with said ring and engaging the 
opposite surfaces of said ring adjacent its outer _) 
periphery, said members having internal diam 
eters larger than the internal diameter of said 
ring, the inner member having an ‘internal di 
ameter larger than the internal diameter of said 
outer member. , ‘ , . 

2. A projectile holder as de?ned in claim 1, 
in which the chamber is relatively small and air 

. relief‘means are provided for the escape of air 
as a projectile is introduced into said 
through said ring. ‘ 

3. A projectile holder as de?ned in claim 2 in 
which said air relief means is in the form of gen 
erally radial grooves in the outer surface of said 
ring, said grooves extending, to the inner edge of 
said ring. ‘ 

4. A projectile holder as de?ned in claim 1 in 
which said outer rigid annular member is remov 
able from said receptacle and serves to clamp said 
ring against the portion of said receptacle sur 
rounding said opening. ‘ , 

V 5. A projectile holder as de?ned in claim 1 in 
which said receptacle is av generally cylindrical 
cup. - ~ 

6. A projectile holder as de?ned in claim 1, in 
cludingmeans in said receptacle for urging a 

chamber 
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. urge the projectile into engagement with the in-. 
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tance to movement of a_ projectile out of said 
chamber than into said chamber. _ 

9. A projectile holder as de?ned’ in claim 1 in 
which said ring is a relatively thin, substantially 
,flat rubber member. , 

, 10. In a toy comprising a gun and a projectile 
of predetermined diameter, a projectile holder in 
the form of a receptacle constituting an air com 
pression chamber and having a circular opening, 
a substantially ?atv ring of resilient material 
concentric with and partially closing said opene 
ing, means cooperating with said ring to pro 
vide greater resistance to movement of the pro- _. 
jectile out of said chamber than into said cham- ‘ 
ber through said opening comprising a rigid an 
nular member engaging the outer surface of said 
ring, the inner diameter of said ring being less 
than the diameter ofthe projectile, the inner 
diameter of said annular member being greater 
than the diameter of said projectile by anamount 
less than twice the thickness of said ring. 

11. A device as de?ned~ in claim ‘10, including 
a spring in said projectile holder engaged by a 
projectile inserted in said holder and operable to 

ner surface of said ring. 
12. A device as de?ned in claim 10, including 

an inner rigid annular member engaging the in 
ner surface of said ring adjacent its outer pe 
riphery, said inner annular member having an 
internal diameter greater than the internal di 
ameter of said outer annular member. 

13.‘ In a toy comprising agun and a projectile 
in the form of a table tennis ball, a.projectile 
holder in the form of a receptacle constituting 
an air compression chamber and having a cir 
cular opening, a substantially ?at ring of resil 
ient material concentric with and partially clos- , 
ing said opening, means cooperating with said 
ring to provide greater resistance to movement 
of the projectile out of said chamber thandnto 
said chamber through said opening comprising 
a rigid annular member engaging the outer sur 
face of said ring, the inner diameter of, said ring - 
being less than the diameter'of the projectile, 
the inner diameter of said annular member being 
greater than the diameter of said projectile by 
an amount less than twice the thickness of said 
ring. ' 

14. In a projectile holder in the form of a re 
ceptacle constituting an air compression cham 
ber and having a circular opening, means for 
opposing movement of a projectile out of said 
chamber through said opening with a greater 
resistance than movement of the projectile into 
said chamber comprising three concentric abut 
ting rings concentric with and partially closing 
said opening, said rings being of di?’erent in 
ternal diameter, the internal diameter of the 
outer ring being intermediate in size to the in 
ternal diameters of the inner and intermediate 
.ring, the inner and outer rings being rigid and 
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said intermediate ring being formed or substan 
tially ?at resilient material. ' 

15. A projectile holder in the form of a recep-v 
tacle constituting an air compression chamber 
and having a circular opening, a ring of resil 
ient material concentric with and partially clos 
ing said opening, ?rst ring supporting means 
comprising a rigid annular member concentric 
with said ring and located adjacent its outer sur 
face, said member having an internal diameter 
larger than the internal diameter of said ring, 
and second ring supporting means concentric 
with said ring and connected thereto throughout 
an annular zone of larger internal diameter than 
the internal diameter of said ?rst supporting 
means. ' 

JAMES K. POPE. 
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